Reduced urban resilience causes communities to be vulnerable to disaster events and high levels of displacement. Weakened resilience is the result of insufficient disaster risk reduction strategies, poor emergency preparedness, lack of adequate building codes, and high levels of poverty (Esnard, 77). Historically, cities have not learned from past disaster events nor have they adequately planned for anticipated disasters. The recovery process is learned anew after each event. Planning for expected disasters based on a city’s history alleviates the impact and reduces the recovery timeline. Planning efforts should range from city-wide strategies to local policy. Presently, the disaster-relief housing response is the same across the nation. The response for Miami mimics that of Manhattan though there are clear differences. These nuances should be accounted for to allow the housing response to be permanent, durable and desirable for occupants. These housing characteristics are ones that FEMA and similar response agencies strive for, but cost, timelines and deployment options make them hard to achieve.
INCREMENTAL is an alternative model for disaster-relief housing as existing strategies struggle to adapt to a variety of localized conditions. This is a prefabricated and panelized housing model that is quickly deployed, compact for urban environments and can be assembled by local contractors. Disaster survivors may remain on their properties, near schools and businesses and connected to their existing social networks. Each of these contribute to community resilience. The INCREMENTAL prototype explored in this proposal provides disaster-relief housing for New York City residents by working within New York City’s building code, energy guidelines and specific vulnerabilities to grow a more resilient city.
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